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RESOLVED...
Whereas,
God destines only a few for one hundred years of life,
They (the chosen) must surely be hearty,
For the way along all those years is not easy,
They must surely also be forward-looking in spirit,
For they have had to leave so many loved ones behind,
Yet, they must still face the joys and difficulties of each day,
Just like an infant not yet weaned from its mother.
Now, therefore,
Having had such a one in our ranks
For the better part of those one hundred years of life,
We congratulate ourselves on being beneficiaries of:
Her knowledge of this Hobby we treasure so much,
And of the wider world around us,
Her wit,
Which illumines us in all our foibles,
Her care and her love,
Which all can see in the twinkle of her eyes.
Surely, there will come a day
When even The Kitchen Stove will have a final heating;
But we pray that day be long deferred:
We would fain read more of what
LOUISE
and her amanuensis A. Walrus have to say,
And see pictures of her and her printer Guy,
At 100, 1, 2, 3, 4, even 5.
February 12 a noted day
For LINCOLN shall always be.
In 1809 was born in Kentucky
ABRAHAM of that name,
remembered of all humanity;
Then, in 1912, in sister state Ohio,
our LOUISE.
They say that man of the people
loved simple food,
and common folk;
for us in ajay
The Kitchen Stove has been nourishment enough.
And the memory of LOUISE at conventions past,
composing resolutions better by far than this,
A treasure for ajay eternity.
HAPPY BIRTHDAY AND MANY HAPPY RETURNS TO
LOUISE LINCOLN
100 years old February 12, 2012
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PRESIDENT’S REPORT:

SALUTES TO MARTHA AND TO OUR FUTURE
Guy Miller
When Fossils President Jack Swenson asked Martha Shivvers to serve as our first-time-ever
Membership Chairman in 1997, no one, including the president was quite clear as to what her exact task
would be. So, it was up to her and then-Fossils secretary-treasurer Joe Diachenko to work out a defining
role that proved to be most helpful to Joe and succeeding secretary-treasurers, and an invaluable comfort
over these years to me as president. But now, after her 14 years of labor, Martha feels that she must
relinquish the post; and I have accepted her resignation effective on January 1, 2012.
Of course, we shall be hearing from Martha through the pages of The Fossil, for our Official Editor Ken
Faig always saves room for one or more of her lovely poems. Also, those of us who belong to NAPA will
expect to see contributions in one or another of its journals. Yet, her activities and especially her letters
while serving as Chairman will be missed.
In her introduction as a new Fossil member, Martha writes in the April 1994 issue of The Fossil “It
seems that ever since I could hold a pencil I liked to write, and have been trying to put words together all
these years.... The satisfaction has been great, the friends even greater! I hope I will have the privilege to
write until the end of my life.” Our hope is joined with yours, Martha.
And if plans work out, in the April issue of this journal we will bring you word from another of our noted
wordsmiths, Louise Lincoln, who will be observing her 100th birthday on February 12, 2012. Once again
I have been invited by my good friend Ken Metzgar to spend another February vacation in his home in
Tempe, Arizona. Our plans will be, as they have been in these past two years, to visit Louise in Tucson on
her birthday date. In the meantime, members of NAPA were again favored with another of her editions of
The Kitchen Stove. The 110th Heating was in the December Bundle. Any Fossils member who does not
belong to NAPA may obtain a copy by contacting me at my home address or e-mailing me at
<archer2951@gmail.com>.
Back here at the home base, I report a helter skelter sort of existence as I try to absorb the trappings of
my hobby shop into my bachelor home here at 2951. Recently, I closed activities at my little downtown
office, where I had held forth for all of 20 years, and moved all I could accommodate to my garage and spare
bedroom where ample space is still set aside for visitors. Recent occupant Gary Bossler assured me that
everything is fine.
Gary spent an overnight here so that the two of us could meet in Dayton with Convention Committee
members Michelle Klosterman and Lisa Brandstetter Holt and tourist officials as we plan the 2012 dual
AAPA-NAPA convention. Gary refers to our meeting in his Ohio Views No. 31, which appeared in both
AAPA and NAPA Bundles. Later e-mails among interested parties indicate that plans are progressing
nicely.
Also progressing, it seems, are discussions about the future of electronic journalism. Although I side
with Jim Hedges and others who are more comfortable with the paper product we can hold in our hands,
we must recognize the inevitable influence of the internet as well as production costs and impending mailing
problems attendant to the paper product. Indeed, I see that discussions are taking place between Editor Ken
Faig and production manager Gary Bossler about a PDF format of The Fossil. As a newcomer to this
electronic world, I must admit that in the midst of this heady discussion, I sometimes feel that I am hanging
onto the tail of that proverbial tiger. Well, let’s see where it takes us. All aboard!
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NOTABLE FOSSIL EDITORS
RUSSELL L. PAXTON
1975-1983
When Russell L. Paxton of Salem, Virginia took over editorship of The Fossil from Marvin E. Reed of
Bainbridge, Georgia with the July 1975 number (whole no. 211), our journal was still being published in the
large size (approx. 11.75 inches tall by 8.75 inches wide) established at its outset in 1904. (Editor Matilda
S. Haywood had ventured one number (whole no. 189) in a smaller size in Spring 1969.) There were
probably not too many amateurs with equipment adequate to print such a large-sized journal, and I suspect
that The Fossil was professionally printed for most of its first seventy years 1904-75. I suspect, however,
that newly-appointed editor Paxton wanted to print The Fossil on his own equipment. So, entering his
second year of editorship in July 1976 with whole no. 215, Paxton adopted a new more convenient, smaller
size (approx. 9.875 inches tall by 6.5 inches wide) for our journal. Paxton concluded his run with no. 243
dated July 1983, and was succeeded by Ralph Babcock. The Fossil subsequently (in the 1990s) adopted an
even smaller size, and then adopted standard letter size (11 inches tall by 8.5 inches wide) at the behest of
the current editor in October 2004.
The key fact to keep in mind about Paxton was that he was a veteran of the hobby. He put down his first
roots in the Lone Scout movement and then became a stalwart of the American Amateur Press Association.
So, he could draw on the resources of many friends and acquaintances made across the hobby over the years
to glean content for The Fossil. This article can of course only represent my own impressions of Paxton’s
glorious eight years of issues. I am able to review them as a result of owning two bound volumes (1957-76,
1976-86) from the late Gale Sheldon’s collection of The Fossil that I was able to bid for successfully at a
hobby auction. Gale’s widow Ruth had generously donated them to NAPA for auction. At my first ever
NAPA convention, in Canton, Ohio in 1996, I can remember sitting next to Gale himself at the banquet.
Paxton began his first issue with a strong suit, Fred Liddle’s and Lee Hawes’ article on Sheldon and
Helen Wesson’s printing studio and library, “The Sandalwood Studio,” then not too-long removed from
New Jersey to Florida. Illustrations showed the fabulous collection of bound amateur journals which the
Wessons assembled (partly from donations from Edward H. Cole) with Sheldon with Al Fick in the studio.
The Wessons made former Fossil Librarian Daniel Graham the custodian for most of their bound journal
collection. Graham’s collection, stored in a Staten Island NY garage, was disposed of by sheriff’s sale
following his death, and about half of the bound journals of the Wesson collection were among the material
rescued in 2010 by Stan Oliner with financial assistance from The Fossils, AAPA and NAPA. But Paxton’s
main coup for his first year of The Fossil was a series entitled: “True Confessions: Memoirs of Amateur
Journalism: being fourteen years of my experience in your midst, with no apologies,” by none other than the
late Edna Hyde McDonald (“Vondy”). But including memoirs by living amateurs was a hallmark of
Paxton’s volumes of The Fossil from the start. The headliner for the January 1976 issue was 83-year-old
Charles Colvin’s account of his printing activities, begun on Charles’s seventh birthday on March 4, 1900,
when his father gave him a 3x5 press with three fonts of type. At the time his article appeared, Charles, with
his co-author and spouse Marjorie, had since 1970 been publishing The Pursuit of Happiness, of which
eighteen had been published at press time. Then in the April 1976 issue, Paxton ran Lee Hawes’ “A Case
History,” which described his beginnings as editor of a typed, then mimeographed paper The Flint Lake
Diver. A headline story from 1941 described how the theft of chicks from Hawes’ father, at first believed
to be the work of human thieves, turned out to be the work of an ornery weasel. The accompanying
photograph of eleven-year-old editor Hawes made a nice contrast with 83-year-old Charles Colvin in the
former issue. It’s amazing to think that Lee himself is now in his eighties and still enriching AAPA and the
hobby at large with continuing issues of his The Fossil, published since 1942.
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Obituaries, of course, have always formed a part of the contents of The Fossil, although Historian Evan
Reed Riale had started a happier tradition of biographical sketches of living members in the 1920s. In his
later issues, Paxton ran obituaries under the printer’s moniker “30.” But from the start his obituaries were
well-informed and crafted with care. The October 1975 issue noted the passing in November 1974 of
George Henry Kay, one of the early stalwarts of AAPA. The passing of others less well-known in the hobby
was also noted. The April 1976 issue noted the passing of Walter A. R. Pertuch in his eighty-seventh year
in January 1976. Pertuch had worked at the Franklin Institute from 1904 until his retirement in 1960 and
was an important friend of the Library of Amateur Journalism (Edwin Hadley Smith) Collection which
resided there from 1935 to 1964. I suspect Oliver Optic scholar Peter Walther might like to take a time
machine back to interview Pertuch about the fate of the now-missing Oliver Optic tablet cast at the order
of The Fossils in 1917.
Controversy concerning the Library of Amateur Journalism raged during most of Paxton’s term as
editor. After a period of evaluation by Stan Oliner (1964-67) following removal from the Franklin Institute,
LAJ went to the Special Collections of the New York University Library in New York City in 1967.
(Charles C. Heuman, who purchased the collection from Smith for The Fossils in 1916, and had much to
do with its private housing at 150 Nassau Street in 1916-35, was probably looking down from heaven with
a smile when LAJ returned to New York City.) But NYU had no funding for the upkeep of LAJ and
volunteers under then-Librarian Jeffrey H. Jennings could do only part of the necessary work. Controversy
over LAJ raged at the annual meetings of The Fossils during the late 1970s and early 1980s. The University
of South Florida made a bid for the collection, but incoming Fossil President E. Sherman Cole (son of
Edward H. Cole) was determined that LAJ should return to private hands, and his board gave the nod to
Martin M. (“Mike”) Horvat when he made a bid to function as private custodian of the collection in 1980.
A microfilming project advocated by Jennings and Wesson seems to have failed largely on account of the
contractor’s financial problems. (Unpaid subcontractors were involved, and it took Mike Horvat several
years to recover all the bound volumes of the Edwin Hadley Smith Collection from them.) While the annual
meeting minutes were spirited during this period and President Cole was capable of spilling some vitriol in
his messages, Paxton largely kept the pages of The Fossil distanced from all the controversy and
concentrated on The Fossils’ legacy of writing and preserving the history of the amateur journalism hobby.
In this regard, he was similar to his predecessor editor Truman J. Spencer (1934-44), who took office while
controversy raged over the proposed transfer of LAJ from private quarters at 150 Nassau Street in New
York City to the Franklin Institute. Spencer also kept The Fossil largely free from controversy and
concentrated on preserving the memory of the amateur journalism hobby. In this regard, Paxton (whatever
his own opinions were) emulated the policy of his great predecessor editor Spencer.
Once The Fossil converted to a smaller size in July 1976, Paxton could really blossom as editor, designer
and printer. He proudly ran The Fossils’ owl logo at the head of each issue, and his parting message in July
1983 encouraged other Fossils to use the beloved emblem for the work of their own private presses.
Unfortunately, The Fossil owl has never established a private press presence comparable to the AAPA and
NAPA emblems. The Potpourri Press of “Mr. Fossil,” Guy Miller, has been a happy exception, and Miller
also circulated a “Fossilbed” bundle in the late nineties to heighten the presence of the organization. One
historical figure who cast a long shadow over the Paxton volumes of The Fossil was none other than H. P.
Lovecraft. Fossils Dirk Mosig (a Lovecraft devotee who joined in 1975) and Hyman Bradofsky (who had
printed Lovecraft’s work in The Californian in the 1930s) kept The Fossils well-informed about Lovecraft
happenings. (Both L. Sprague de Camp and Frank Belknap Long published books about H.P.L. in 1975.)
The July 1976 issue noted that Long himself had submitted a membership application for The Fossils;
regrettably, his stay in our ranks does not appear to have been long. Mosig’s sizzling review of de Camp’s
book, entitled “Lovecraft: A Parody,” ran in the same issue. Fossil Horace L. Lawson (1900-1981), who
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had published some of Lovecraft’s early fiction in his mimeographed journal The Wolverine, contributed
“Lovecraft Was My Mentor” in the April 1978 issue. Nor was Lovecraft’s fellow writer Robert E. Howard
wholly neglected by The Fossils during this period; Don Herron became a member and contributed
information regarding the Hyborian Legion to LAJ. Howard himself had briefly been a member of the Lone
Scouts and contributed material to a pass-around amateur journal, The Junto.
It was Paxton’s ability to coax history out of his fellow amateur journalists that truly enriched his
volumes of The Fossil. The aged Anthony F. Moitoret (father of the well-loved Vic) provided his version
of UAPA’s contentious 1912 convention in the April 1977 issue. That convention gave birth to the
association split (1912-26) which saw H. P. Lovecraft as president of one UAPA faction and Elsa Gidlow
of another in 1917-18. Paxton himself held forth on “The Impact of Lone Scout Journalists” in the July 1977
issue. Harold D. Ellis had an important article on “L. Frank Baum, Amateur Journalist and Royal Historian
of the Land of Oz” in the January 1978 issue. It even included a partial reproduction of an issue of Baum’s
extremely rare amateur journal The Roselawn Home Journal. In the same issue, Willametta Keffer began
a checklist of The United Amateur while Gale Sheldon described a not-very-well-known amateur
journalism collection at the Huntington Library in San Marino, California. The April 1978 issue witnessed
the beginning of a series of his father’s journal The Olympian by Edward Sherman Cole, while Robert H.
Woodward investigated the connection between amateur journalist Charles R. Sherlock and novelist
Harold Frederic.
F. Earle Bonnell’s “Reflections on ...50 years pursuing a Hobby” was the lead article for the July 1978
issue while Robert H. Woodward highlighted the contributions of Nathaniel Hawthorne’s sister Maria to
Hawthorne’s amateur journal The Spectator (1820) in the October 1978 issue. Ray H. Zorn contributed a
unique memoir of early travelling ajay and later bookseller Willard D. Thompson (1911-1975) to the
January 1979 issue. The April 1979 issue provided an update on the publishing activities of Charles and
Marjorie Colvin. Charles had celebrated his eighty-sixth birthday on March 4, 1979. The same issue also
carried an update from Hyman Bradofsky on centenarian ajay James Larkin Pearson (1879-1981) and an
obituary for Anthony F. Moitoret (1892-1979). Pearson’s own essay “My Beginning in Amateur
Journalism” was featured in the July 1979 issue. Some “Ajay Curiosa” by Leon Stone were featured in the
October 1979 issue, including World War II curiosities like John Miller’s journal published in New Guinea
and Groveman’s and Wesson’s journals printed in ex-Nazi printshops in Germany. Tragically, Stone’s own
Australian Librarian of Amateur Journalism was destroyed in a house fire about 1960. J. Ed Newman
recalled famed Cleveland amateur Warren J. Brodie in the same issue, while the late George W. Macauley
recalled printing an issue of his journal The Hay Field with Arthur Harris’s press in Wales and an obituary
appeared for George’s widow Emma Macauley. The Macauleys’ sons Charles and Robie both participated
in the hobby; Robie became a respected novelist and senior editor at Playboy while Charles continued on
the rolls of The Fossils for many years. George had planted trees forming the acronym “NAPA” in honor
of that organization’s presidents in the President’s Field at his farm in Pine Springs, Michigan. The same
issue printed the sad story of the loss of the amateur journalism collection of Fossil Vice President Charles
A. Bow, who died April 7, 1954, aged 83:
Eugene, Ore., Nov. 2 (1955)—The collection of amateur papers of the late Charles A. Bow of
Portland was discarded as trash following his death. Mrs. Bow revealed to The Sun today. She
explained that she had not know that they would be of interest or value to anyone. The collection
included four large boxes of amateur publications, many of them rare papers issued on the Pacific
Coast before 1900. —Anthony F. Moitoret’s Seattle Sun.
Vincent Golden of American Antiquarian Society and NAPA Librarian Stan Oliner would probably both
pay good money for a time travel voyage back to Portland, Oregon, April 1954.
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Present-day Fossil David M. Tribby marked “The 250th Issue of AAJ” in The Fossil for January 1980,
while the late Rheinhart Kleiner (1892-1949) wrote on “How I Became an Amateur Journalist” in the same
number. In the next number (April 1980), William A. Downes wrote on “The Origins of the British Amateur
Press Association.” Willard D. Thompson was not the only “wandering” amateur journalist, and Raymond
S. Lawless recalled “Drifting Via the Freight Trains” in the same number. (Mr. Lawless’s obituary ran in the
next number.) J. Ed Newman began a series on lesser-known amateur journalists, “The Ninety Percent,” in
the October 1980 issue. Willametta Keffer devoted some notes to the Irish Amateur Press Association,
“After Many an Irish Moon,” in the January 1981 issue, which also witnessed the beginning of Harold E.
Flint’s “Those Enduring Years,” with his memories of friends in the United. In the meantime, editor Paxton
was not ignoring the opportunity for reprints. Howard P. Lovecraft’s “What Amateurdom and I Have Done
for Each Other” was reprinted in April 1981, and Charles W. Heins’ lengthy account of LAJ began a reprint
in July 1981. Albert S. Keshen covered “E. R. Mill, Printer of Amateur Journals,” in the April 1982 number,
while Harold D. Ellis provided an update on Thomas Alva Edison’s amateur activities in the July 1982
number. Ralph Babcock held forth on James Guinane and “The Enigma of Churinga” in the October 1982
number. He called Churinga a “Classic of Mimeographing in A.J.” —and everyone who has ever had the
privilege of seeing a number of Guinane’s journal knows what a beautiful product he achieved using
seemingly humble equipment. Some ajays closely tied to letterpress considered anything produced using a
mimeograph mere “mimeoslop” —for example, W. Paul Cook was infuriated when young Robert H.
Barlow used one of Edith Miniter’s best stories in a mimeographed journal in 1937. On the other hand, some
prominent ajays like Edna Hyde McDonald (“Vondy”) were not too proud to make use of the mimeograph.
For January 1983, Jack Coolidge provided “Youthful Recollections of the New England Amateur Press
Club.” Michelle Miller wrote of Earl F. Bonnell and his press in “Hopping Along on Bunny’s Trail of Print”
in the July 1983 number. The article was accompanied by an amazing photograph of the elderly Mr. Bonnell
at work in his kitchen printshop. In the same issue, Paxton’s last, William A. Downes provided an extended
portrait of Wheeler Dryden. And then it was time to say good-bye. “The Editor’s Last Word” occupies just
a little less than a column of type on the final page of Paxton’s final issue. His final sentence amply
summarizes his thoughts: “To those of you who publish, why not advertise to the world that you are a Fossil
by displaying the emblem?” He chose to close with thoughts from Will Ransom and George Meredith:
Ransom—“The Private Press gives the typographical expression of a personal ideal conceived in
freedom and maintained in independence.”
Meredith—“Things printed can never be stopped; they are like babies baptized, they have a soul from
that moment, and go on forever.”
On December 13, 1986, Paxton became the first recipient of the Russell L. Paxton Award for
Achievement in Amateur Journalism, presented at his home in Salem VA. It is not easy to close the book
on his volumes of The Fossil. There are so many old and new friends to meet. October 1978, page 10: “We
Welcome...David M. Tribby,” with a fine sketch of an outstanding amateur journalist still very active in the
hobby and serving The Fossils as webmaster. Back only a few pages, page 7, we have current Fossil Kent
Clair Chamberlain, already resident in his beloved Ashland, Oregon, intoning, in his “The Fossils’ Creed”:
In our Diversity,
We are One!
Russell L. Paxton was an outstanding amateur journalist. His heyday in The Fossils came after Vondy’s
and Cole’s “honor society” of the 1940s and 1950s. But he provided outstanding service to The Fossils as
Official Editor in 1975-83, late in his own amateur career. He occupied the editorial chair during difficult
times for the organization, but managed to keep The Fossil solidly focused on our hobby and its people,
rather than on the controversies inevitable in any organization. Like Truman J. Spencer, he was one of the
great editors of The Fossil. Many hours of good reading await the hobbyist fortunate to encounter Russell
L. Paxton’s Fossil, 1975-83.
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CONTRIBUTIONS REFLECTING ON RUSSELL L. PAXTON
Russell L. Paxton’s notable eight years as editor of The Fossil (1975-1983) represent only a small
fraction of his seven-decade career in the amateur journalism hobby, ranging from the 1920s to the 1980s.
His “New Members” sketch in The Fossil for October 1945 touches lightly on some of his past
achievements at the time of his admission to The Fossils:
RUSSELL LOUIS PAXTON is rounding out his twenty-fifth year in amateur journalism. Entering
through the Lone Scouts of America and the United Amateur Press Association, he later joined the
National, was a founding member of the American, and is also affiliated with the United Alumni. He
is noted for the simplicity and excellence of his printing, evidenced not only in his own paper, The
P-K Scribbler, but in the National Amateur since Burton Crane’s hegira to China. He has been in
the printing trade for over twenty years. Recently he has turned his extensive hobby print shop, with
over four thousand dollars worth of equipment, into a full-time business. Besides his interest in
amateur journalism, he has devoted a great deal of time and attention to the Elbeetian Legion, of
which he is one of the early members; in 1936, when the Legion held its meeting in Roanoke, he was
chairman of the convention committee. He married in 1932, and has two daughters, Norma, 6, and
Barbara, 4. Unassuming and friendly and soft-spoken, with a characteristically charming southern
accent, “Pack” is delightful to meet. He promises to attend the 1946 Reunion.
Born on the Fourth of July in 1907, Russ Paxton was enumerated with his parents Charles E. and Bessie F.
Paxton in Newcastle, Craig County Virgina in the 1910 U.S. census, South River, Acusta County Virginia
in the 1920 U.S. census, and in Big Lick, Roanoke County Virginia in the 1930 U.S. census. His father,
Charles Edward Paxton, born January 3, 1879 in Newcastle, Craig County Virginia, was the son of William
B. Paxton (b. ca. 1812) and his wife Eliza J. Paxton. Like his father, Charles Edward Paxton made his living
as a farmer. In the 1930 U.S. census, Russ, enumerated in the parental home with his older sister Myrtle and
his younger brother Charles, was already making his living as a printer.
While Russ’s amateur activity apparently began as early as 1920, in association with the Lone Scouts
of America, I first find him as editor of a printed journal with American Leader: A Magazine for Young
Americans in 1927. American Leader was official organ for Region Three of the Lone Scouts, held
A.L.S.A.P. identification number 7, and apparently began its monthly run in March 1927. Paxton later
revived the title beginning in January 1947. The Lone Scouts eventually became part of the Boy Scouts of
America, and by July-August 1928, Paxton was editing The American Scout magazine, published by The
American Leader Publishing Co. of Waynesboro, Virgina, “For all Scouts.” I have a short run of Paxton’s
own The Americana Monthly for the period 1933-35; it was apparently completing its fifth year of
publication in March 1933 and so apparently commenced while its editor was still involved with The
American Scout. The Americana Monthly was affiliated with both N.A.P.A. and U.A.P.A. and was
published “in the interests of Journalism, Writing and Authorship; Vocational Training; Love of Country
and Home and American Ideals.” Paxton revived this title as Americana, published on an occasional basis,
in 1942, and I have a small file of issues dated 1942, 1943, 1945 and 1946.
One of Paxton’s longest-running magazines was his P-K Scribbler, which had reached its seventeenth
number as early as Winter-Spring, 1957. Paxton proudly displayed The Fossils’ owl logo in the masthead
for his Scribbler. Another long-running Paxton magazine was The American Evangelist and Ajayer, which
had already reached its seventh volume by Winter 1973-74. In addition, Paxton shouldered associational
duties. Paxton took over as N.A.P.A. official editor for President Viola Payne (1954-55) after Ralph
Babcock resigned the office. He continued as N.A.P.A. official editor under President Alma Weixelbaum
(1955-56) and then was elected to his own N.A.P.A. presidential term (1956-57) in Minneapolis,
Minnesota, with Emerson Duerr as his official editor. During the presidency of Ann Vrooman in 1974-75,
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he once again relieved Ralph Babcock as N.A.P.A. official editor. His publications won numerous awards
in the American Amateur Press Association: Americana taking the printing award in 1944-45; The
American Leader the journal of highest distinction award in 1946-47; “Are We Losing Our Friends?” in the
spring American Evangelist the editorial award in 1951-52; “A Desert Night” in the fall American Scribe
the poetry award in 1956-57; The American Evangelist, the journal of overall distinction award in 196768; The P-K Scribbler, letterpress honorable mention in 1968-69; The P-K Scribbler, journal of overall
excellence and letterpress honorable mentions in 1969-70; The American Scribe and The American
Evangelist, journal of overall excellence and letterpress honorable mentions in 1970-71; The American
Evangelist, letterpress, in 1972-73 and 1973-74; “Estimating Text Composition” in American Amateur
Journalist (May 1979), prose non-fiction in 1978-79; The American Evangelist, journal of overall
excellence, 1980-81; “The Shot That Won a Championship,” prose fiction, honorable mention, 1981-82;
American Scribe (no. 81), journal of overall excellence, 1981-82; The P-K Scribbler, journal of overall
excellence, honorable mention, 1982-83; special printing award, The American Amateur Journalist, 198283. I do not have a list of the offices Paxton held in A.A.P.A., but he was doubtless of considerable service
just as he was to N.A.P.A.
After a career of seven decades of service to amateur journalism the Lone Scouts, the Boy Scouts,
U.A.P.A., N.A.P.A., A.A.P.A., The Fossils Russell Louis Paxton, age 81, died in Salem, Virginia, on
November 9, 1988. The portfolio of his publications reproduced in this issue of The Fossil tries to provide
some idea of the range and quality of his service to the hobby.
AMATEUR JOURNALS EDITED OR PRINTED BY RUSSELL PAXTON
Stan Oliner
(from the Moitoret Family Index of Amateur Journals, 1870-2004)
American Amateur Journalist, 9 issues, 1945-1946
AAPA Yearbook, 1 issue, 1944-1945
The Americana (monthly), 24 issues, 1932-1935 and 1942-1946
Americana Verse, 1 issue, 1971
American Evangelist, 7 issues, 1950-1957
American Evangelist and Ajayer, 20 issues, 1968-1987
American Leader, 12 issues, 1927-1948
The American Scout, 1 issue, 1933
The American Scribe, 25 issues, 1949-1985
American Scribe, Jr., 4 issues, 1979-1984
A Chronological History of the American Amateur Press Association, 1937-1948, undated, ca. 1948
The Fossil, 34 issues, 1975-1983
Groveman Albert Paxton (with William H. Groveman and Ray Albert), 1 issue
Membership Roster, NAPA, 1956 and 1957
The National Amateur, 11 issues, 1954-1956 and 1974-1975
National News-Leader, 6 issues, 1956-1957
National Scribe, 1 issue, 1982
P-K Scribbler (previously The Scribbler), 20 issues, 1945-1983
The Raconteur: The Story Teller (with J. Hugh Taylor)
Rusty’s Comet Vol. “30” Final Edition, 1975
The Scribbler (see also P-K Scribbler), 2 issues, 1944
The United Scribe, 3 issues, 1982-1983
Wagtale News, total number of issues unknown, 1946
Why An Alumni Association?, 1942-1943
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Photo by Eloise Paxton, 1972

Russell L Paxton, Printer
1907-1988

Ray Albert, Russ Paxton, Martin Keffer and Marvin Neel
“The Virginia Block,” 1934
from Paxton’s The American Scribe, Summer 1978
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The American Leader, 1927
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“Our Monthly Pow Wow” Column
American Leader, March 1947
On back cover of
Americana Magazine, 1946
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HISTORICAL RESOURCES FOR THE FANTASY AMATEUR PRESS ASSOCIATION
Robert Lichtman
(originally published in King Biscuit Time, FAPA 295, February 2011)
In Fandom Forever #2, Knud Larn inquires: “Has anyone ever listed the contents of all the FAPA
mailings? Maybe someone has written an account of the FAPA history? If not, should we write a FAPA
history?”
Taking Knud’s questions one at a time:
There isn’t an ongoing list of the contents of all FAPA mailings, but there have been some efforts along
the way.
In December 1944 Larry Shaw (yes, the same one who went on to sell short SF stories, edit If and
Infinity, Lancer Books, etc., and who was married for a time to Lee Hoffman) produced The FAPA Index,
an 11-page compilation of the fanzines included in the first 28 mailings.
More ambitiously, in the ’70s the late Bob Pavlat produced a series of six issues of FAPA Book: The
Mailings, which cover the first 96 mailings (through August 1961). In addition to the contents listings, he
notes changes in officers, controversies and unusual situations, comings and goings of some of the
members, and other addenda. But for whatever reason he never continued the project, even though at the
time of the first issue in 1972 there were already over forty additional mailings that had occurred.
Shaw’s index and the first volume of Pavlat’s list only the titles of the fanzines in each mailing. It was
not the custom early on for the contents of a given mailing to be published in the Fantasy Amateur. The first
time that was done was in the September 1943 (25th) mailing, but before (and after) that one could
approximate what was in each bundle from the “critics’ reports” that were published in the FA (a feature
borrowed from the non-fannish apas).
Significantly, the Official Editor who began including these listings was R. D. Swisher, whose
pioneering index of all fanzines was later updated through 1952 by Bob Pavlat and Bill Evans. In case you’re
not familiar with it, it’s available on-line at:
http://efanzines.com/FanzineIndex.pdf
(Swisher didn’t have knowledge of all fanzines, though; I have some in my collection not listed there.)
Also, from 1944-1947 there were annual reports from a “Laureate Committee” (invented by L. Russell
Chauvenet). The critics and the Laureate Committee were replaced in 1948 when then Vice-President F.
Towner Laney inaugurated the first-ever FAPA Egoboo Poll, which was contained on a postcard with these
categories (and the number of positions available for voting in parentheses after each): best FAPAzine (5),
best article-writer (5), best mailing comments (3), best humorist (3), best fiction writer (1), best poet (1),
best artist (1) and worst FAPA member (3). From the beginning the egoboo poll has evolved to its present,
longer form, as you can see in the results of the latest one in this mailing’s Fantasy Amateur.
A continuation of the work done by Shaw and Pavlat could be accomplished, though it would involve
typing up the contents listings of (at this point) just short of 200 mailings.
There is a list of everyone who’s ever been a member of FAPA through the 280th mailing. The late Ron
Ellik did the pioneering work on it back in 1962 when he published in the 101st mailing a compilation of
everyone who’d been a member for the first 100 mailings. Using Ron’s as a base (and with help from others),
Milt Stevens updated the list through the 260th mailing and then five years later through the 280th. Two
volumes were produced on each occasion: one listing alphabetically by member, the other numerically by
membership number.
There has never been a FAPA history all in one place, but pieces of that history have been written and
are generally available. In The Immortal Storm, Sam Moskowitz devotes a short chapter to the founding of
FAPA (at pages 113-115), and follows up with a chapter, “The FAPA Elections of 1938” (pages 153-157)
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in which the intrigues of fannish politics of the day are thoroughly explored. (Of course, nearly all of Sam’s
history reads like an overheated potboiler thriller.)
A much calmer account of FAPA’s beginnings would be “The Founding of the FAPA,” which starts on
page 14 of Jack Speer’s pioneering ’30s fanhistory, Up To Now, first published in 1939, which is available
on-line at:
http://efanzines.com/UpToNow/index.htm
In Harry Warner Jr.’s fanhistory, All Our Yesterdays, the FAPA story continues in a long section in
which he reprises its founding and reports on its activity during the ’40s on pages 191-201, and in his A
Wealth of Fable at pages 186-189 he covers FAPA activity during the ’50s. Harry’s account of FAPA’s
founding and early years is more objective than Sam’s the latter’s is skewed because of Sam’s animosity
towards FAPA founder Donald Wollheim, and much of the chapter on the ’38 FAPA elections is devoted
to building a case against Wollheim. (And between the two chapters is “The Wollheim-Moskowitz Feud,”
which lays it all out.)
There are other bits about FAPA in all of these books, as well, and referring to the index in each will
provide a map of which pages to turn to.
All three of these books are available in new hardcover editions from NESFA Press (http://
www.nesfa.org/press/) for a total of $80 plus shipping. Significantly less expensive copies of the Warner
books can be found in a search using Bookfinder.com, but the NESFA Press offering of The Immortal
Storm is its best price. (Of course, you may prefer to pay more for copies inscribed by Sam to the likes of
Walter J. Daugherty or Lester del Rey.) If you don’t have these books, I highly recommend reading them.
Besides the information in them on FAPA, they provide an opportunity to expand your knowledge of SF
fandom, especially the American part of it, beyond what you may already know.
“Should we write a FAPA history?” It would be a large undertaking and, in the end, I wonder if there
would be sufficient interest in a truly detailed history to warrant the effort.
“Does anyone have a complete set of all the mailings?” The only one I know of would be that of the late
Jack Speer, who was a founding member and the only fan who maintained a continuous membership until
his death (although with a glitch in January 1947 when a delay in his dues payment because of a
misunderstanding caused him to be removed from and then placed back on the membership roster in the
same issue of Fantasy Amateur). According to my information, his fanzine collection is (or will be)
relocated to the Jack Williamson Science Fiction Library at Eastern New Mexico University in Portales,
where it could remain in boxes for years for lack of staffing to deal with it. So it can’t be considered
accessible at this time.
It’s generous of you to volunteer to do “the tedious registration work” involved in a compilation of the
contents of all mailings and a list of all members. “Supposing there has been some kind of contents page in
all mailings, and a membership list, it could be a question of photocopying these two pages and mailing them
to me.” As I wrote above, some of this work has been done: complete membership list for the first seventy
years and complete contents list for the first two dozen years. It would be a quick job to update the
membership list (perhaps Milt plans to for the 301st mailing), but as I wrote above much more work to
update nearly 200 mailings of contents listings. As it happens, I have a complete set of the Fantasy Amateur
and could possibly succumb to sufficient arm-twisting to make copies of the contents listings. But I’d prefer
to share this task with others, perhaps restricting my copying to some of the older mailings (where Pavlat’s
FAPA Book leaves off).
This is an interesting topic, and I thank you for raising it!
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EDITOR’S NOTEBOOK
I am grateful to Guy Miller, Stan Oliner and Robert Lichtman for their contributions to this issue of The
Fossil. All unsigned material is by yours truly the editor. I also thank Fossil Kent Clair Chamberlain for gifts
of stamps and bills to help the mission of The Fossil. Kent’s own poems have appeared several times in The
Fossil, but this time he contributes a poem written by his father, Clarence Edward Chamberlain, Jr., at the
age of eight.
Our front cover providing New Year’s greetings to our members reproduces the cover of Fossil ExPresident Harold Smolin’s Consider for January 1972. I wish we could reproduce Smolin’s delightful red
printing on a yellow background. He explained his international New Year’s greetings on his back cover:
The front cover was suggested obliquely by a government purchasing office query demanding a count of
minority group employees in my place of business. My partner finally answered the request after the second
notice, while I surveyed for these new year greetings in Gaelic, Czech, Greek, Swedish, Italian, Armenian,
Polish, Turkish, Finnish, Arabic, Hebrew and Swahili, native tongues of the people with whom I earn a
living. A founding member of A.A.P.A., Harold kindly hosted the editor and his wife in his retirement home
and shared some of his hobby memories with us in The Fossil for July 2008. Harold has been a real
entrepreneur in the printing and photographic reproduction businesses and provided good livings to many
employees over a long business career. Today he shares his retirement years with his daughters and his
grandchildren. Harold lost his beloved wife of many years, Shirley, in 2007.
In addition to taking note of Louise Lincoln’s upcoming one hundredth birthday celebration on
February 12, 2012, we also note in this issue of The Fossil the one hundredth birthdays of A.A.P.A.
members John R. Blalock (November 3, 2011) and Parker W. Snapp (December 27, 2011). Blalock served
earlier in his life as a missionary and was a Japanese prisoner during World War II. Patriots like Russell
Paxton would surely be proud of his presence in our ranks. Like Harold Smolin, Parker W. Snapp is one of
the founding members of A.A.P.A. Further details concerning Blalock and Snapp can be found in an article
by Lee Hawes in American Amateur Journalist for November 2011. I hope to be able to provide further
coverage of Louise Lincoln’s one hundredth birthday celebration in our April 2012 issue. Fossils wishing
to send individual birthday greetings to Louise can reach her at 5453 East Fourth Street, Tucson, AZ 857112305. A poem by Louise’s amanuensis A. Walrus (dating back nearly fifty years ago to April 1962) can be
found in this issue of The Fossil..
The Fossil also notes the passing on November 6, 2011, at the age of ninety-nine, of Betty-Jane Kendall
Heitz, the daughter of N.A.P.A. Presidents Frank Austin Kendall (died in office 1913) and Jennie Irene
(Maloney) Kendall (1913-14). Born in Kansas City, Missouri, Mrs. Heitz attended the St. Clara Academy
in Sinsinawa, Wisconsin, and the University of Illinois at Urbana-Champaign. Her mother Jennie Kendall
took Mr. John Plaisier, a teacher, as her second husband in Chicago on January 7, 1920, and continued to
be active in amateur affairs for many years (she was N.A.P.A. executive judge with Vincent Haggerty and
Howard Lovecraft during the turbulent 1935-36 year). Mrs. Heitz spent most of her working career in the
Chicago area as a copywriter and a travel agent. She was a frequent contributor of poems to the Chicago
Tribune’s “A Line O’Type or Two” column, under her initials BJK. One of her best loved humorous poems,
“Pam Says Damn,” memorialized the first time her daughter (Pam Heitz Lowry) uttered a curse word. Mrs.
Heitz passed away in a nursing home in Braddock Heights, Maryland. Her Chicago Tribune obituary by
Joan Giangrasse Kates, published November 16, 2011, proudly noted of Mrs. Heitz that “her father and
mother each served as president of the National Amateur Press Association.” A gallery depicting BettyJane Kendall Heitz and her parents adorns our back cover this issue.
The one-hundredth birthdays of amateur journalists Louise Lincoln, James Blalock and Parker W.
Snapp, the one-hundred fifth birthday of Marion Fields Wyllie as noted in our last issue, and the passing of
Betty-Jane Kendall Heitz at age ninety-nine certainly remind us that we are living longer lives than prior
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generations. (James Larkin Pearson (1879-1981) was an earlier ajay who lived to celebrate one hundred
birthdays and more.) With our president Guy Miller, I would also like to recognize Martha Shivvers’
devoted service as our Membership Chair. In addition to her duties as Membership Chair, Martha has
supported your Fossil editor with a steady stream both of contributions and comment, for which I am very
grateful. God willing, Martha will be celebrating her ninety-seventh birthday on February 13, 2012, one day
after fellow Fossil Louise Lincoln will celebrate her one hundredth birthday. Our Fossil ranks are full of
other members in their eighties and nineties. We all wish Martha every blessing as she lays down her duties
as Membership Chair after a long and dedicated term of service. Hopefully, in three years she will be joining
her friends Marion Fields Wyllie and Louise Lincoln in our Fossils Centenarians’ Club. Words of thanks or
birthday greetings can reach Martha at her home 1526 165th Avenue, Knoxville, IA 50138. I’ve appended
a poem by Martha which got crowded out of the October 2011 number of The Fossil. Hopefully its winterly
“sodden skies” will still resonate with January readers. After all, we’ve just enjoyed in our holiday feasts the
fruits of the harvest season which Martha celebrates. Martha is a wonderful poet of the seasons, both of life
and of nature’s year, and, like her friend and fellow poet Marion Fields Wyllie, provides for us in verse
wisdom to confront the twists and turns that life presents to us.
PRELUDE TO WINTER
Martha E. Shivvers
November’s harvest time is here,
Pumpkin’s golden, corn in ear,
Winter creeps in with sodden skies,
Foods are stored by squirrels and man,
Abiding by one of Nature’s plans,
Winter creeps in with sodden skies,
Pumpkin’s golden, corn in ear,
November’s harvest time is here.
STUDIES IN FRUSTRATION
A. Walrus
(from Louise Lincoln’s The Kitchen Stove, 27th Heating, April 1962)
I never really cared for clocks
Whose shrill alarms are heard,
But even less I like that pest,
The loud-mouthed early bird.
The reason why I deeply hate him,
Is lack of power to regulate him.
My clock I set for six ayem.
The bird goes off at dawn.
I hush the raucous voice of clock:
The bird rings on and on,
And mocks the atom splitting race
That cannot put him in his place.
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THE YELLOW ROSE
Clarence Edward Chamberlain, Jr. (1911-2000)
(composed at age 8, Riley, Kansas)
I:
In Kansas grows a yellow rose,
And when the day draws to a close,
The rose has earned a night’s repose.
II:
And when the hired man named Mose,
Came out to cover the tomatoes,
He discovered the yellow rose.
III:
He said, as he looked at the yellow rose,
It has earned a night’s repose,
And so have the tomatoes!
WORDS OF APPRECIATION FOR MARTHA
There was not an issue of The Fossil
That did not draw from faithful Martha
A letter of comment,
With wise observations, kind words
And encouragement always!
Two times she assembled for our pages
Tributes to her fellow Rhymer, Marion Wyllie;
Once she shared with us biographical notes,
And many times poems of the seasons
both of human lives and of nature’s year.
Of departed UAP she was a font of knowledge,
And shared that wealth with us;
The office of membership chair she invented for us,
And pursued her duties with diligence,
Until eyes and hands would allow her to do it no more.
Another more jealous of office
Would gladly have accepted a lifetime title and honor,
But faithful Martha has handed over her duties,
For the good of Fossildom.
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So now we wish her well-deserved rest;
We hope her eyes will allow her
To peruse our pages still;
Her hands, still to send us a poem or two.
May God grant her plenitude of life,
With beloved family at her side.
But I doubt Martha has any qualms
ife well-lived is its own reward.
Martha, for your writing and your help,
The Fossils say THANK YOU!

The Collected Works of
Martha Elizabeth Sherwood Shivvers
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and their daughter Betty-Jane Kendall Heitz

